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"Hypostome produced.

Upper Lap broad, cleft at the apex; the lobes of unequal length.
Mandibles elongate, without molar tubercle or paip, apically very broad, much or

little dentate, not a uniform pair; the left mandible having an accessory plate.
"Lower Lip narrow, elongate, without inner plates, but furnished at the apex with a

dentate appendage (a.rticulo appendiculari).
"First Maxill very broad; outer plate apically furnished with strong but simple

spines (uugvibus); paip one- or two-jointed; inner plate very broad, very setose.

Second Maxill with the inner plate very broad, the outer narrow or very small.

Maxillipecls with very broad plates; the outer plate furnished with weak teeth or

only serrate; the paips slender, narrow; the last joint of the paip unguiform.

Body very deep, but thick. Four anterior side-plates much increasing in size

(successively); the fourth side-plate very large. The head very short, but deep.
"Antenna short, but robust; the upper with a small secondary appendage; the first

joint of the flagellum elongate and thick.

First and Second Gnathopods almost of the same shape and size, scarcely subchelate.

Third and Fourth Peropods with the first joint little or not at all dilated.

"F/ih Perteopods shorter than the preceding; the first joint much dilated and

elongate.
The Uropods each furnished with two cylindrical rami.

Telso'n little, sometimes slightly cleft."

Genus Stegocephctlus,' Krøyer, 1842.

Stegocephalus inflatus, Krøyer (P1. CXXXVII. A).
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1821.Glammaru8 amputla, Sabine, Appendix to Parry's Voyage, p. 51.
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'For theoriginaldefinition of this genus,seeNote onKrgyer,1842 (p.198).
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